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Abstract: The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is an approach to multi-criteria decision analysis 
developed by Dr. Thomas Saaty et al. in the 1970’s. The open source Python module pyanp is a library that 
can read in AHP/ANP models in various formats and perform the standard AHP/ANP theoretic calculations. 
Another open source library for performing AHP/ANP related calculations is anpjs, this one is written in 
JavaScript.  In this research we extend both pyanp and anpjs to use Likert-type verbal votes for AHP 
pairwise comparison.   We use a specially formatted Google Forms questionnaire to solicit participant 
pairwise preferences using our Likert-type scale, and tie that output to a Google sheet.  We created Python 
and JavaScript libraries to convert the verbal votes into a standard numeric pairwise comparison matrix and 
sent that information on to the pyanp and anpjs libraries for use with calculations.  We designed an AHP 
tree model for consumer choice of cell phones and created expert ratings for our cell phone choices with 
respect to the bottom level criteria of our model.  We used that AHP tree model to design our Google Forms 
questionnaire so that the resulting spreadsheet could be parsed by pyanp and anpjs for analysis.  Participants 
in the Google Forms questionnaire are dropped into a results mini application where they can explore how 
their preferences are shaped by the numerical meaning of the Likert voting scale.  Additionally, we designed 
a Jupyter notebook for analyzing the results of all participants in this questionnaire using pyanp and 
matplotlib. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In today’s world, for every consumer purchase there are a multitude of purchasing options.  How can a consumer 
navigate through these to find the option that best aligns with their wants and needs?  Many of the outlets that purport 
to help consumers do this are actually steering them towards a particular item that may or may not align with the 
consumer’s needs; instead it aligns with the outlet's desires.  For instance, a simple Google search always shows the 
ads first, before the organic search results.  Another simple example is that every online purchasing site will steer 
you towards at least one product.  What if all of the products they offer are poorly aligned with your needs?  That 
concept does not exist in their searching system.  There is no visibility for the consumer about how well something 
matches their needs.    

Another consideration is that consumers actually have competing wants and needs.  For instance, they want the 
best possible cell phone and it has to be cheap.  When wants and needs are conflicting, which one wins?  Typically, 
neither side wins, some side get more weight than the others.  How can a consumer see how their best aligned choice 
changes as a factor becomes more and more important?  Continuing with the cell phone choice example, how does 
the best aligned phone change as cheapness becomes more and more important?  

The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is an approach to multi-criteria decision making that allows for 
these kinds of analyses.  With a well-constructed AHP model, experts can evaluate the options using a hard 
and fast measuring system; while consumers can describe their conceptual preferences using pairwise 
comparisons.  With the addition of Likert-type verbal pairwise voting from (Adams, 2016) consumers do 
not need any training in answering AHP questions to provide their preferential information.  Consumers 
can then see how their preferences affect the possible best choice, and even see if any choices measure up 
to a minimal level of alignment. 
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2. MATHEMATICAL OVERVIEW 

The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and its generalization, the Analytic Network Process (ANP) 
were developed by Dr. Thomas Saaty et al starting in the 1970’s.  In (Saaty 1990) the author lays out the 
standard notations and mathematical theory of the field.  AHP theory helps people decide among many 
alternative choices by breaking up the bigger choice into many smaller decisions, and then using 
mathematical tools to synthesize those smaller decisions into the ultimate large decision.  The items we are 
trying to choose between are called the alternatives.  General AHP theory uses a hierarchy of criteria to 
break down the decision into smaller pieces.  Our usage of AHP is limited to using trees for AHP modeling, 
instead of the more general hierarchies.  By limiting ourselves to trees, the design and structure of the 
problem is simpler and easier for others to make use of and expand upon.  Using AHP trees to model a 
decision requires the following pieces of information: 

 
1. There is a tree of nodes, aka criteria.  A tree is a directed graph where there is a single root node (a 

node with no parents) and all the other nodes have exactly one parent node. 
2. The alternatives: these are the items we are ultimately choosing between.  In our AHP tree setting 

every bottom level criterion is connected to every alternative. 
3. For each parent criterion in the tree, we need a priority vector for how important the children criteria 

are with respect to the parent.  This priority vector is called the local priority vector.  In AHP theory 
this priority vector is typically found by pairwise comparing the children and then using the largest 
eigenvector method to derive a priority vector from the pairwise comparison matrix. 

4. For each bottom level criterion, we rate (give a score between 0 and 1) each of the alternatives. 
5. We use the local priority vectors to derive the weights for all of the bottom level criterion (by 

multiplying the bottom level node’s weight by the weight of every parent) and then use those 
weights to take the weighted average of the ratings scores of the alternatives.  This synthesis gives 
us the final scores of the alternatives. 

3. PAIRWISE COMPARISONS AND THE LARGEST EIGENVECTOR METHOD 

In (Saaty 1990) the process of performing pairwise comparisons is described as well as the method of 
using the largest eigenvector to derive a priority vector from those comparisons.  Additionally, in (Saaty 
2003) the reasoning behind the choice for the largest (principal) eigenvector is discussed.  Let us look 
briefly at that method.  Assume we have 3 criteria A1, A2, A3 underneath a parent criteria A.  We need a 
priority vector for those children, but we cannot a priori define it.  However, we may be able to describe, 
in a pairwise fashion, which child is better and by how much, with respect to the parent criterion A.  Please 
note, the question being asked at each comparison is: “with respect to criterion A, which child is better and 
by how much”.  E.g. we may have the following pairwise data: 

 
• with respect to A, criterion A1 is 2 times better than criterion A2, and 
• with respect to A, criterion A2 is 3 times better than criterion A3, and 
• with respect to A, criterion A1 is 5 times better than criterion A3 

 
Notice that A1 is 2x better than A2 and A2 is 3x better than A3; if transitivity held than we could 

conclude that A1 is 6x better than A3.  However, we are allowed to break transitivity in pairwise 
comparisons.  In fact, breaking transitivity allows the pairwise comparison process to better handle real 
world situations.  Please see (Saaty, Vargas 1984) for a discussion around inconsistency and its usefulness. 
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These pairwise comparisons can be converted into the following matrix: 
 

 
 
where the value in row R and column C tells us how the pairwise comparison of criterion R compared 

to criterion C.   Since any criterion is equal to itself, that explains the 1’s down the diagonal.  The reciprocals 
are easily seen by example; A1 is twice as good as A2, thus A2 is half as good as A1.  If we calculate the 
largest eigenvector and normalize it (so that its values add up to one) we get the following while rounding 
to 2 decimal places: [0.58, 0.32, 0.11].  Those values are the local priorities of A1, A2, and A3 with respect 
to A. 

4. SYMBOLIC PAIRWISE COMPARISONS AND LIKERT-TYPE SCALES 

As part of the work in (Adams 2016) the author used symbolic pairwise comparisons to solicit feedback 
from participants with no knowledge of AHP.  In particular they used a Likert-type 5-point voting system, 
like: 

 

 
There are 5 possible votes, and in (Adams 2016) they convert those votes to numeric values by defining 

the numeric value of Better and Much Better.  Using this methodology, we can answer each pairwise 
comparison verbally and have those votes converted to numerical votes to fill in the pairwise comparison 
matrix (and ultimately get the priority vector). 

5. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE, CONSUMER CELL PHONE CHOICE 

In this work we use the tools defined above to enable consumer choice between different cell phone 
options.  We do this by: 

1. Creating an AHP tree that breaks up the decision into smaller components. 

2. The bottom level criteria should be sufficiently well defined that an expert can rate each cell phone 
with respect to that criterion easily. 

3. We choose the phones we are going to decide between. 

4. Our expert evaluates each phone on the bottom level criteria. 

5. Our users will pairwise compare the criteria. 

Our AHP tree is: 
• Goal: decide the best aligned phone for a participant 

o Cost: which phone does better with respect to cost? 
o Style: from a purely aesthetic perspective, which phone is better?  
o Functionality: this node breaks down into differing measures of functionality  

§ Photography: which phone is better for photography?  
§ Gaming: for gaming purposes, which phone is better?  
§ Storage: for onboard storage, which phone is better?  
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Notice that Functionality breaks up into Photography, Gaming, and Storage.  We do not evaluate the 

phones on Functionality directly, rather we evaluate them on the children: Photography, Gaming, and 
Storage.  We could have broken Photography into other sub-criteria like Low Light, Sport, Pixel Count, 
etc.  For the purposes of demonstrating the methodology we believe the above is sufficient to demonstrate 
the idea and utility.   

The phones we use for the research are Samsung Galaxy S8, S10, S20, Google Pixel 4, iPhone X, iPhone 
11. We could, of course, have included many more phones, however we believed those phones to be 
sufficient for demonstrating the usefulness of this methodology.   

6. EXPERT RATINGS OF THE PHONE ON THE CRITERIA 

Each of the lowest level criterion (in our case, cost, style, photography, gaming, and storage) had to be 
evaluated for each device. These evaluations were translated to a rating value between 0 and 1 (where 0 is 
the worst and 1 is the best) that was used in the calculations.  

For our example, as much as possible, the scores were tied to some objective criteria. Cost and storage 
have values associated with them that could be directly used to calculate a rating value. However, simply 
dividing by the maximum score is often not useful for this process. In the case of storage, the larger the 
value, the better, but in the case of cost, the opposite is true. Additionally, the utility of the increase for 
many variables does not scale linearly. Four additional gigabytes of storage may be very useful if you 
currently have 4 gigabytes of storage, but less so if you already have 256 gigabytes of storage. Therefore, 
we often use a selection of nonlinear functions to take the data and convert it to appropriate values. Both 
the reciprocal and logarithm functions were used to scale the cost values for the functions and logarithm 
and scaling by a multiple to turn the highest value to 1 was used for the storage values. 

For criteria that were more subjective, such as style, a subject matter expert or team of subject matter 
experts will typically rank the different products. Once that is done, one reasonable process is to calculate 
the reciprocals of the rank to give the best product a value of 1 and lower values for lower ranking products. 
For our example, reciprocals were then transformed slightly to increase the gaps between the values 
allowing increased differentiation between the products, while keeping the rating values in the required 0 
to 1 interval. 

When the rating values of all the criteria are determined, the values were finally reviewed and loaded 
into the appropriate row in the Google sheet. 

7. THE OPEN SOURCE TECHNOLOGY STACK 

In this project we make use of several open source technologies to enable a simple online webform for 
participant pairwise voting, while allowing users to see their resulting preferences, and allowing us to do 
detailed analyses of group preferences.  The main tools used are: 

1. Google Forms for soliciting the pairwise comparisons for a particular participant. 

2. Google Sheets for storing the votes.  We can easily access Google Sheets using standard libraries 
available across many languages. 

3. JavaScript for reporting back the result alternative preferences.  We make use of the following open 
source libraries: 

a.  anpjs: this library performs the AHP theoretic calculations (Adams, 2020) 

b. plotly: an open source library for developing interactive plots in many languages. 

4. Python and Jupyter: we use these tools for analyzing the results of all participants in our AHP 
model.  Jupyter provides an interactive environment for analyzing data and can be tied to many 
different backend languages (Kluyver, et al, 2016).  For visualizations we use matplotlib (Hunter 
2007).  For connecting to our Google sheet and AHP theoretic calculations we used pyanp (Adams, 
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Rokou, 2020).  Matplotlib works very well with publishing Jupyter notebooks online, for example 
via github.   Our example results can be found in the Analysis.ipynb file in (Adams, Stryker, 2020) 

The following diagram shows the flow of information across these tools. 
 

 
 

8. PROGRAMMING WORK REQUIRED FOR THE PROJECT 

To tie these various components together there was some programming required.  The anpjs library 
(Adams, 2020) required some added functionality, we needed to design and implement the results.html 
JavaScript application as well as the Analysis.ipynb Jupyter notebook (Adams, Stryker 2020).  In addition, 
we had to design the Google Forms questionnaire so that pyanp and anpjs could read the resulting Google 
sheet.  The anpjs library needed the ability to read in votes such as “A is much better than B” and convert 
those into a pairwise comparison matrix, given known values of the meaning of “better” and “much better”.  

We designed the results.html JavaScript application using anpjs to load the data and plotly for 
visualization of the results.  The anpjs library only handles single user votes at the time of this research 
project, so we needed to read in one user’s votes and load them into anpjs.  We achieved this by reading 
directly from the Google sheet feed and parsing that json feed into a simple JavaScript matrix. 

The Analysis.ipynb was designed to directly use pyanp for AHP theoretic calculations and matplotlib 
for visualizations.  The two main difficulties were getting the Google sheet data loaded and parsing the 
verbal votes into numeric votes.  We solved the Google sheet problem by using the requests library and 
getting the csv from our Google sheet via the feed mechanism.  In order to convert verbal votes into numeric 
ones, we created a function to perform this operation column by column and placed it in the helpers.py 
found in (Adams, Stryker, 2020). 

The Google form was designed with questions and responses that could be directly parsed by the already 
existing pyanp system for parsing Likert-type scales.  Essentially this means: 

1. The questions should be of the form A vs B for top level criteria and A vs B wrt C for others, where 
A is the name of one criterion and B is the name of another and C is the name of the parent node, 
if applicable.  The names of the criteria cannot have the word “vs” or “wrt” in them, as we use that 
keyword for parsing the question context. 

2. The results must be of the following form: 

a. A is much better 

b. A is better 

c. They are basically equal 

d. Other cases are handled by swapping A and B 

3. There is some flexibility with the wording, better can be replaced with “more import” for instance 
and the word “basically” can be omitted from the equals case. 

4. We tied the output of the Google form to a Google sheet. 
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5. We made that Google sheet public and created a link for sharing the sheet. 

6. We use that sharing link for loading the Google sheet in both the results.html and the Analysis.ipynb 
of (Adams, Stryker, 2020). 

9. RESULTS 

Users can easily take part in our cell phone choice model by going to 
https://forms.gle/D9Ach1LR9LZhcUgf9 and filling in their own preferences.  At the end of the process 
they we present them with a link that takes them to the results.html JavaScript application, which defaults 
to showing the most recent participant.  We can go directly to that page by visiting the site  
https://bamath.org/consumerAHP/results.html which presents a page resembling: 

 

 
In this user interface the user can: 

1. Choose the participant they are seeing the priorities from 

2. Choose the value of Better, either by typing it in or clicking up/down 

3. Choose the value of Much Better, again by typing on clicking the arrows 
Note that Better can never have a numeric value larger than much better. 
 
We found that the AHP model successfully differentiated between the cell phone models in a manner 

consistent with the pairwise comparisons inputted.  For instance, the participant shown above simply wants 
a phone quickly, so price is the major determining factor.  This led to the Galaxy S8 winning out, being the 
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best option on price that we have. 

10. CUSTOMIZING FOR A DIFFERENT PROBLEM 

It is straightforward to customize this work for another consumer choice model.  The steps consist of 
the following: 

1. Create the new AHP tree for the model. 

2. Define the choices (the alternatives) 

3. Get the expert evaluation of the alternatives of the alternatives on the bottom level criteria 

4. Design the Google Forms questionnaire and tie its output to a Google sheet 

5. Add columns to the Google sheet for the expert evaluations of the alternatives and have a single 
expert row in the spreadsheet.   The column headers should be of the form “AlternativeName wrt 
Criteria Name”. 

6. Make a fork of the code at https://github.com/wjladams/consumerAHP 

7. In results.js update the line that starts with <script src=” https://spreadsheets.google.com/..... with 
the Google sheet URL created above. 

8. In Analysis.ipynb update the Google sheet URL. 
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